Bilateral hearing asymmetry and lateral differences in susceptibility to noise damage
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INTRODUCTION

The medical-legal evaluation of asymmetric paths in the field of hearing loss noise is extremely complex and still not unique. The critical issues regarding the definition of asymmetry in the literature are numerous and sometimes seemingly irreconcilable. Scholastically the noise deafness is characterized by being hearing loss perceptive, bilateral and symmetric. The American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine in 2002 indicates the first two criteria for defining N.I.H.L (Noise Induce Hearing Loss): It is always sensorineural, affecting the hair cells of the inner ear and; it is almost always bilateral. Usually audiometric patterns are similar. Asymmetry supports since most noise exposures are symmetric, the hearing typical loss is bilateral. When evaluating cases of asymmetric loss, referral to rule out in the back-first cochlear lesion is warranted before attributing the loss to noise. The work of Prasad, Sabini and Fernandes state that asymmetrical sensorineural hearing loss (ASNHL) is defined as binaural difference in bone conduction thresholds of >10 dB at two consecutive frequencies or >15 dB at one frequency (0.25-8.0 kHz). This also appears our own convictions [1-5]. For Noble and Gatehouse, asymmetry was defined as an interaural difference of blackberries than 10 dB in hearing levels averaged over 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 kHz. For Dobie “Audiograms are usually symmetrical, although modest degrees of asymmetry may be present, especially when there is a clear history of asymmetry of exposure, as in the case of hearing loss from rifle or shotgun use. Asymmetries exceeding 40 dB at any two adjacent standard audiometric frequencies are unlikely to be caused by occupational noise exposure. Interaural level difference, interaural time difference, direction dependent filtering, minimum audible angle explains how the sound localization can come differently to the two ears. The author aims to classify 10 causes of asymmetry in deafness due to professional noise. (Maci, 2015):

- unilateral predominance
- dispersion answered
- interaural difference
- apoplectic forms
- evolution forms differed
- atypical locations of the deafness in workers statements to a noise with acoustic ghost, that doesn't overcome the limits of the octave and man therefore to sensitively draw near, as action, to that practiced by a pure tone
- mixed forms in which there is a component of deafness of transmission or mixed tied up to extra-professional pathology
- forms of "simulation" or "accentuation"
- audiometric "asymmetrical" from not set "of the audiometer e/o of the bonnets" e/o for environment not soundproofed (es. Pattern audiometric " to free field)
- traced audiometries with inadequate "acoustic rest".

In the physician-legal check of the asymmetrical curves an important passage it concerns the differential diagnosis with other hearing loss perceptive, that you can introduce such a course. ASNHL is the acronym of Asymmetrical sensorineural hearing loss. It is up to the expert or R.L. or Audiologist to start all those instrumental investigations to discriminate the etiology and to eventually furnish to the Coroner that elements to confirm or I lead the exclusion of other causes, that it is one of the criterions for the recognition of the connection of causality [6-8].

CONCLUSION

You physician-legal evaluation of the layouts asymmetrical “deafness for noise” still appears to the state of the knowledge extremely diversified, since there is not unique on the same meaning of the concept of asymmetry. The theories are still very distant among them with the consequence of the lack of homogeneity in the judgments. The entity of the "gap" of the auditory loss, the partiality or the totality of the frequencies to be considered, the complexity of the check of the connection of causality only some of the current challenges constitute on the matter. The new knowledge of physiopathology of the listening binaural can certainly help to understand better the phenomenon. It appears then essential the dialectical comparison among Coroner and Otinolaringologist/ Audiologist to face and to discriminate the anterior state of the injured one, the injurious efficiency, the differential diagnosis. Last covers she must concern the normative aspect. The asymmetrical layout must introduce methods and criterions appraised you clear and encoded [9-13].
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